Deception Changes the Game
It’s not a matter of if – but when – cyber adversaries find
their way inside your IT systems. Deception helps you
reclaim the advantage over cyber adversaries no
matter where or when they're caught.

When the adversary...
... Gains
Initial
Access

Deception technology
helps you...

They're in the door!
Exploits on public-facing assets on
networks, endpoints, and clouds
give adversaries a foothold

They're hard to trace

...Catch Them Early
Automated decoys on public-facing
assets help sanitize triggered alerts
and find campaigns against the
organization
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Whether by brute force,
LLMNR/NBT-NS poisoning/relay,
or network sniffing, the adversary is
now acting as a trusted user

...Set Them Up For Failure
Deploy decoy applications,
database servers, LLMNR, ARP,
WPAD, and more, and lure
attackers to those decoys with
convincing breadcrumbs
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They're going unnoticed
Once they're able to dwell,
adversaries look for value in
accounts, cookies, bookmarks,
network services/shares,
connections, or services

...Moves
Laterally

They're digging deeper
By exploring or exploiting remote
services, desktop protocols,
Windows administrator shares, or
remote files, the adversary digs
for connections that might lead
them to more valuable assets
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They're making a grab
The adversary steals, destroys,
or holds for ransom data from
information repositories, local
systems, networked drives, cloud
stores, and more

...Keep Them Busy
Create an authentic deception
layer with decoys that respond to
network requests and provide
perceived value in applications,
web and back-end servers, fake
AD users, services, and more

...Control Where
They Land
Deceptive objects on exploited
services, desktops, RDP servers,
remote services, administrator
shares, shared folders/files, and
more increase the attackers cost of
doing business while yielding
nothing of value.

...Give Them What
They Came For
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Fidelis Deception changes the game and puts
you back in control. Adversaries waste time on
decoys while your defenders track their
movements, study TTPs, eradicate them, and
close the door on future attacks.
Learn More
www.fidelissecurity.com

